345  ADOPT-A-HIGHWAY PROGRAM FOR MAINTENANCE PROVIDERS

The Adopt-a-Highway Maintenance Provider Program offers a way for civic-minded sponsors to adopt segments of highway requiring high frequency pickups by hiring maintenance providers to perform litter pickups. These highways include controlled access highways and certain other highways which experience a large volume of traffic daily and a large volume of litter.

The Adopt-a-Highway Program for maintenance providers is governed by ADOT Intermodal Transportation Division Policies and Procedures MGT 09-2.

An Adopt-a-Highway maintenance provider sign consists of a D14-106 panel with a region or demountable sub-panel displaying the name of the sponsor. One sign assembly is typically placed in each direction at the beginning of the sponsored highway segment. Details for this sign are found in the Arizona Manual of Approved Signs.

Adopt-a-Highway sign assemblies should not be placed immediately adjacent to other signs and should not share supports or posts with other signs.